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men (age range 18-55 years) were enrolled in this study.
Semen was collected by masturbation after 2-7 days of
sexual abstinence. The samples were analyzed in a mobile laboratory (6), and the sperm concentration,
morphology, and vitality were evaluated in accordance
with the guidelines of the World Health Organization (7).
SCSA was applied according to the procedure of
Evenson et a1 (5) on individual semen samples, stored at
-80°C for several weeks before the FCM analysis.
Thawed aliquots (0.2 ml) containing about 200 000 cells
were subjected for 30 seconds to acidic denaturation at
pH 1.4 and then stained with 6 yglml of chromatographically purified AO. The samples were analyzed by a Facstar Plus flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, S. Josb, CA,
USA). Altogether 5000 events were accumulated for each
measurement and displayed as bivariate green versus red
fluorescence cytogram patterns. Chromatin structure abnormalities, reflected by a shift from green (native, double-stranded DNA) to red (denatured, single-stranded
DNA) fluorescence, were quantified in terms of a T (ratio between red and total fluorescence). a T was calculated for each sperm cell, and the distribution of the a T
values was conveniently reported as ranging between
channel 1 and 1024.
Relevant SCSA parameters included the mean (mean
a T ) and standard deviation (SD a T ) of the a T frequency
distribution together with the fraction of sperm with high
values for red fluorescence intensity which accumulate
in the histogram region defined as COMP a T (cells

outside the main population). Correlation coefficients between the SCSA values and conventional measures of
semen quality were computed using Spearman's nonparametric statistics (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

Results
Representative data from the FCM SCSA of a human
semen sample are presented in figure 1. The bivariate
cytogram pattern shows raw data with each point representing the coordinate of red and green fluorescence. Increased red fluorescence (denatured DNA) with concomitant loss of green fluorescence (native DNA) is related
to the extent of DNA denaturation. SCSA parameters are
then easily calculated on the corresponding a T frequency histogram. The mean a T and SD a T are expressed in
arbitrary units (channel number) ranging between 1 and
1024, whereas the COMP a T is reported as the percentage of the whole sperm population. It has been observed
that the signal profiles of the bivariate cytogram patterns
can vary among persons in shape and position. Interestingly, poor quality sperm chromatin samples seem to be
characterized by an increased green fluorescence intensity, perhaps resulting from an abnormal exchange of histones for protarnines, or an increased COMP a T fraction,
representing the cells with abundant denatured DNA regions, or both. The mean value of the COMP a T fraction was 15%.
The SCSA parameter variability is shown in table 1.
Statistically significant (P<0.0001) negative and poor

Figure 1. Representative green
(FLI-H) versus red (FL3-H)fluo-
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rescence bivariate cytogram and
the corresponding aT frequency
histogram of sperm measured by
the FCM SCSA. Cells with abnorma1 chromatin (COMP aT) are
boxed off in the cytogram and in
the corresponding aT histogram.
(FCM = flow cytometric method,
SCSA = sperm chromatin structure assay, aT= ratio between
red and total fluorescence,XaT=
mean of the aT frequency distribution,COMP aT = cells with
abnormal chromatin)

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the SCSA measurements. (SCSA

Table 2. Spearman's correlation coefficients between some SCSA

sperm chromatin structure assay, aT = ratio between red and
total fluorescence, Mean aT = mean a T frequency distribution,
SDaT = standard deviation of the aT frequency distribution,
COMP aT = cells with abnormal chromatin)

and microscopy-derived parameters. (SCSA = sperm chromatin
structure assay, aT = ratio between red and total fluorescence,
Mean aT = mean aT frequency distribution, COMP aT = cells
with abnormal chromatin)

=

SCSA parameter
Mean a T
SD a T
COMP a T

Mean

SD

Range

224.9
80.4
15.0

23 2
27.3
10.6

194.5-381.6
36.7-1 85.6
2.7-71.1

Semen parameter
Sperm concentration
Morphologically normal forms (%)
Sperm vitality (%)

Mean ciT

COMP aT

0.29
0.38
0.25

0.31
0.38
0.23
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SCSA and semen quality

correlations were found between the SCSA variables and
the sperm concentration, the percentage of sperm head
abnormality, and the percentage of sperm viability (table 2), indicating that conventional measurements of semen quality may or may not correlate with the level of
sperm chromatin abnormalities.

Discussion
SCSA parameters seem to be independent measurements
of semen quality, as they show weak correlations with
the conventional semen quality parameters of sperm concentration, morphology, and motility. Our results confirm
and extend, because of the larger population under analysis, the poor correlation with conventional microscopic
assessment reported previously (5). It is worth noting that
SCSA results for a particular person were more consistent than those of any classically measured semen variable (5).
SCSA measurements reflect the heterogeneity of the
nuclear chromatin conformotional changes of the different sperm cells in the ejaculate. It has been shown that
chromatin anomalies can arise because of defective protamine deposition and the presence of residual endogenous DNA nicks (8). We can speculate that chromatin
abnormalities influence sperm quality and male fertilizing ability, and the possibility that these spermatozoa can
be more susceptible to the action of exogenous factors
leading to further damage cannot be ruled out. SCSA
seems able to detect chromatin abnormalities attributable to defective DNA-protamine packaging or to the presence of DNA nicks (9). Interestingly, associations between sperm chromatin defects and a decrease in fertilization rates have also been reported (10). Therefore, it
seems reasonable that SCSA can be used in human reproductive toxicology studies and for the characterization of certain conditions of infertility since it rapidly
identifies sperm with an increased chromatin susceptibility, regardless of the sperm morphology, motility, and
number.
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